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evolves throughout the service lifecycle, encompassing service
offering, service negotiation and service delivery. Each phase
in the service life-cycle leads to different kinds of social
commitments and claims established between service
participants [7], which ultimately drive service delivery when
the necessary resources/capabilities are employed to fulfill the
commitments established in the agreement. The analysis
resulted in three modeling patterns to represent unambiguously
the notions of “service offering type”, “service offering” and
“service agreement” [5] in ArchiMate’s business layer.

Abstract— ArchiMate is a widely adopted enterprise architecture
modeling language that includes the “service” construct as a key
structuring element across its enterprise layers. A previous
analysis of the use of this construct within ArchiMate’s business
layer concluded that it fails to represent some important social
aspects associated with the dynamics of service relations, which
led to recommendations for improvements in the form of
modeling patterns with focus on the business layer of ArchiMate.
In this paper, we extend that analysis to consider also service
relations in the application and technology layers. We explore the
importance of addressing two complementary views for service
modeling: the capability-based and the commitment-based views.
As a result, a more comprehensive modeling strategy for service
relations in ArchiMate is proposed; this strategy is able to reflect
business models that employ the service notion, including
software-as-a-service (SaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS). We use a reference ontology
for services (UFO-S) to support our analysis.
Keywords—ArchiMate;
Service-Oriented
Architecture; service modeling; service commitments

In this paper, we expand the scope of investigation
considered in [5] and address the service construct beyond the
business layer. We consider service relations in the application
and technology layers, as well as the so-called cross-layer
dependencies, which represent the relation between the
business layer and the application and technology layers. We
explore the importance of two complementary service
modeling views: the capability-based and the commitmentbased views. The former is prevailing in ArchiMate, whereas
the latter is relatively neglected in the language [5][8].

Enterprise

I. INTRODUCTION

We aim at defining a modeling strategy for service relations
in ArchiMate (encompassing general guidelines and modeling
patterns) that is able to support each of the complementary
views, exposing also their relation in combined views when
needed. As a result, the modeling strategy we propose enables
modelers to represent software-as-a-service (SaaS), platformas-a-service (PaaS), and infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS)
scenarios [9]. We use the existing constructs of product and
contract to reveal the commitment-based perspective. These
constructs are currently used in ArchiMate only at the business
layer; here we propose they should be considered core
constructs, and, as such, could also be used to represent aspects
of application and infrastructure services.

The service notion has had significant impact in enterprise
architecture practices defining what has been called Serviceoriented Enterprise Architecture (SoEA) [1]. In a typical SoEA,
services act as a means to structure architectural elements
within an architectural layer (e.g., in a network of enterprises
related through business services) as well as a means to link
different layers, with “higher” architectural layers accessing the
resources of the “lower” layers by means of services (e.g.,
with IT services supporting business services) [2][3].
A prominent example of a SoEA approach is ArchiMate
(currently a specification maintained by The Open Group) [4].
It includes a conceptual framework and also a modeling
language for SoEA description [2] with the service construct as
a basic primitive. In ArchiMate, a service is defined as “a unit
of functionality that a system exposes to its environment” and
is used throughout its three layers, giving rise to business,
application and infrastructure services.

This paper is further organized as follows: Section II
presents the conceptual foundations for services used in this
paper, in particular it discusses how UFO-S [6] conceptualizes
service relations and how it harmonizes the capability-based
and the commitment-based perspectives on services; Section
III presents an overview of service modeling in ArchiMate, as
well as previous work addressing service relations at the
business layer; Section IV reveals limitations in ArchiMate
with respect to service modeling in the light of UFO-S and the
commitment-based perspective; Section V presents modeling
recommendations for the identified limitations; Sections VI
and VII present related work and final considerations.

An analysis of the use of the service construct within
ArchiMate’s business layer concluded that it fails to represent
some important social aspects associated with the dynamics of
service relations [5]. These problems were revealed by
employing a core reference ontology for services called UFO-S
[6], which is based on the key observation that services are
provided/consumed in a network of social relationships that
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Service provider is the role played by agents (e.g., physical
agents such as persons, and social agents such as organizations
[21]) when they commit themselves to a target customer
community through offering commitments. A target customer
community is the collective formed by the agents to which the
service is offered. Target customer is the role played by agents
when they become members of the target customer community,
and, as a consequence, have claims for the fulfillment of the
commitments established by the service provider agent.

CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATION FOR SERVICES

The complex and multifaceted notion of service has led to a
number of service characterizations, among which there are
those that directly associate service provisioning with the use
or application of resources and capabilities [10]. This
capability-based view is discussed under different banners,
including: “service as capability” (capability of a provider to
produce benefits to customers) [11][12]; “service as application
of competences” (manifestation of one party’s capability to act
for the benefit of another party) [13], and “service as
resource/capability applied in process” (an integrated view
between service as resource and service as process) [14].

Once a service is offered, service negotiation may occur. If
service negotiation succeeds, a service agreement is
established, and the service provider starts to play the role of
hired service provider, while the target customer starts to play
the role of service customer. A service agreement mediates the
social relations between service customer and hired service
provider, being composed of commitments and claims. Service
agreements involve not only commitments from the hired
service provider towards the service customer, but may also
involve commitments from the service customer towards the
hired service provider (e.g., the commitment to pay). Hired
provider commitments and claims are properties that inhere in
a hired service provider and are externally dependent on a
service customer. Service customer commitments and claims
are properties that inhere in a service customer and are
externally dependent on a hired service provider. The content
of commitments/claims of a service agreement may be
described in a service agreement description (e.g., contracts)
and may make reference to the resources and capabilities to be
used in a particular service provisioning.

Other characterizations of service appeal to the notion of
“service as commitment” [7][6]. A number of works in Service
Science [15][7][16] and Service Computing [17][18][19]
explicitly mention commitments, promises and/or obligations
for characterizing the service relations established between
service participants. The benefits of a characterization based on
commitments have been discussed from the perspective of
business [15][16] as well as IT [20]. In the context of ServiceOriented Architectures (SOA), Singh and colleagues [20]
remark that commitments can be used for raising the low-level
abstraction of existing SOAs, allowing to reduce the gap
between the business and the IT perspectives. In their view,
commitments capture business meaning, which is not directly
represented in process-oriented approaches [20], since processoriented approaches focus on the sequence of tasks in which
resources/capabilities are used/applied.
We consider both perspectives to be complementary and
required in a thorough account of services, especially if this
account is to be used as a foundation for SoEA. This has been
one of the motivations in the development of a core reference
ontology for services called UFO-S [6]. UFO-S aims at
harmonizing different service perspectives, such as “service as
commitment”, “service as capability”, but also “service as
behavior”, and “computational services” [6].

The mutual service commitments/claims established in the
service agreement drive service delivery. The service delivery
phase concerns the execution of actions, use of resources, and
application of capabilities (from provider and customer)
necessary to fulfill the service commitments mutually
established in the service agreement.
Note that possessing resources/capabilities to perform
certain actions or to produce certain outcome is not sufficient
for characterizing a genuine service relation [6]. For example,
the capability of an organization to wash cars is not sufficient
to make it a car wash service provider. In fact, even an
organization that is not capable of washing cars may offer a car
wash service, delegating the actual washing to a capable third
party. Thus, the picture is only complete by considering
capabilities and the commitments that influence the application
of capabilities [6] [8].

In UFO-S, service relations are fundamentally
characterized by the commitments (and reciprocal claims)
established between service agents (customers, providers) [6],
which drive the dynamics of the service life-cycle. UFO-S
focuses on the three basic phases of the service life-cycle [6]:
(i) service offer (when a service offering is made available to a
target community), (ii) service negotiation (when providers and
customers negotiate to establish a service agreement), and (iii)
service delivery (when actions are performed to fulfill a service
agreement by employing capabilities).

Finally, an important aspect of this theoretical foundation is
that service relations are inevitably a social phenomenon
between intentional agents [8]. Only intentional agents play the
roles of service provider and service customer, since only this
kind of agent can establish commitments to other agents. As a
result, enterprise resources such as application components and
infrastructure nodes do not themselves play the role of service
providers and customers. Instead, service provider and service
customers (agents) employ resources (such as application
components and infrastructure nodes) as a means to fulfill their
commitments.

A service offering is an entity that mediates the social
relations between the service provider and the target customer
community. A service offering is composed of service offering
commitments from the service provider towards the target
customer community, and the corresponding service offering
claims from the target community towards the service provider.
The content of the service offering commitments and claims
may be described in service offering descriptions (e.g., folders,
registration documents in a chamber of commerce, and artifacts
in software service registries) and may refer to
resources/capabilities to be used in the service provisioning.
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set of interfaces”. Thus, application components realize
application services in the sense that they execute the
functionality exposed as a service. Application components can
also use application services through a kind of application
interface, so-called in ArchiMate “application-to-application”
interfaces (e.g., an API) [4]. An application interface, in turn,
is “a point of access where an application service is made
available to a user or another software application”. In the
hypothetical Cable TV scenario, the “Easy TV, Inc.” could
count on a “Complaint Management System” as an application
component that makes available a “Record Complaint”
application service accessible through a “website” interface.

SERVICE MODELING IN ARCHIMATE

In this section, we present an overview of the service
modeling elements according to ArchiMate’s metamodel, and
describe a previous effort [5] that analyzed service modeling at
the business layer in terms of UFO-S.
A. An Overview of ArchiMate Modeling Elements
ArchiMate defines a layered structure by means of which
the enterprise elements can be organized. According to this
structure, the lower layers support the higher ones through
service provisioning [4]. There are three layers in ArchiMate:
the business layer, the application layer, and the technology
layer. The business layer deals with, among others things,
business processes, people and organizations offering/hiring
products/services [4]. The application layer supports the
business layer with application services realized by software
applications [4]. The technology layer supports the higher
layers by providing infrastructure services (e.g., storage and
communication services) realized by software and hardware
systems (e.g., network devices, and DBMS) [4].

Fig. 2. An Application layer metamodel fragment.

Fig. 3 presents a fragment of the ArchiMate metamodel
with the technology layer elements used in this paper. An
infrastructure service is “[…] an externally visible unit of
functionality, provided by one or more nodes, exposed through
well-defined interfaces, and meaningful to the environment”.
An infrastructure interface is “a point of access where
infrastructure services offered by a node can be accessed by
other nodes and application components”. Finally, node is “a
computational resource upon which artifacts may be stored or
deployed for execution”. Nodes realize infrastructure services.
In our scenario, the “Easy TV, Inc.” has a “Database Server”
node that, through the “ODBC” interface, makes available the
“Data access” infrastructure service.

Fig. 1 presents a fragment of the ArchiMate metamodel
focusing on the business layer elements used in this paper. A
business service is “a service that fulfills a business need for a
customer (internal or external to the organization)”, and may be
assigned to business interfaces. A business interface is a “point
of access where a business service is made available to the
environment” (e.g., phone, website, etc.), and it may be
modeled as part of a business role. A business actor is “an
organizational entity that is capable of performing behavior”
(e.g., a person, an organization). A business role is “the
responsibility for performing specific behavior, to which an
actor can be assigned” (e.g., Attendant, Cable TV Company).
Business actors and business roles can use business services
through business interfaces [4]. A product is “a coherent
collection of services, accompanied by a contract/set of
agreements, which is offered as a whole to (internal or
external) customers” [4]. A contract, in turn, is “a formal or
informal specification of agreement that specifies the rights and
obligations associated with a product” [4]. To illustrate the
usage of the aforementioned elements, we can consider a case
in the Cable TV domain in which “Easy TV, Inc.” is a business
actor playing the role of a “Cable TV Company” offering the
“Cable TV” and the “Customer Support” business services to
customers as part of a “Special Cable TV” product, which is
driven by terms and conditions described in a contract.

Fig. 3. A Technology layer metamodel fragment.

In addition to the relationships between elements of the
same layer, ArchiMate defines cross-layer relationships. Fig. 4
presents an ArchiMate’s metamodel fragment with focus on
these relationships. Note that, as a “collection of services”, a
product, even though located in the business layer, can
“aggregate” application and infrastructure services in addition
to business services. Application services can be “used by”
business actors and business roles directly. In this case, the
service functionality is available through an “application-tobusiness” [4] interface (e.g., a website) by means of which
business role/actor can use the service. Further, a business
service may be “assigned to” an application interface, in which
case this service is said to be “fully automated” by an
application component that has this interface. Finally, the
technology layer supports the application layer through
infrastructure services, which can be “used by” application
components. In the hypothetical Cable TV scenario, the
“Database Server” node, by means of an “ODBC”
infrastructure interface makes available the “Data access”

Fig. 1. A Business layer metamodel fragment.

Regarding the application layer, Fig. 2 presents a fragment
of the ArchiMate metamodel with the elements used in this
paper. An application service is “a service that exposes an
automated behavior”. An application component is “a modular,
deployable, and replaceable part of a software system that
encapsulates its behavior and data, and exposes these through a
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infrastructure service, which is used by the “Complaint
Management System” at the application layer. This system, in
turn, makes available the “Register Complaint” application
service by means of the “website” as an ‘application-tobusiness’ interface. This application service is then used for
supporting the provisioning of the “Customer Support”
business service available to the Customer.

or are they actual service customers (i.e., have they established
a service agreement with a hired service provider)? (ii) Among
which service participants (“John”, “Mary”, “Easy TV, Inc.”
and “Smart TV, Inc”) is the “Special Cable TV Contract”
established? (iii) Does “Special Cable TV Contract” represent a
specific service agreement between a hired service provider
and a particular customer, or is it a type of service contract that
applies to any target customer?

Fig. 4. A metamodel fragment with focus on some cross-layer dependencies.

Table I presents the notation of the aforementioned
ArchiMate's modeling elements and relationships.

Fig. 5. Motivating example: a Cable TV scenario.

In order to address these and other limitations, the authors
offered recommendations in the form of three modeling
patterns: a service offering type pattern, a service offering
pattern, a service agreement pattern. These modeling patterns
were given real-world semantics based on UFO-S. The
proposed modeling patterns use the existing service, product
and contract modeling elements, as well as the association
relationship [5]. Each pattern is composed by four groups of
elements: (i) a product and related services, (ii) the roles/actors
that provide the product/service, (iii) the roles/actors that
consume the product/service, and (iv) the respective contracts.
The contracts are in the center of each modeling pattern,
representing service commitments and claims as fundamental
elements in service relations. The associations in which a
contract is involved establish the semantics of each pattern: in a
service offering type, the contract connects the provider role
with the service customer role; in a service offering, the
contract connects the service provider actor with the customer
role; and (iii) in a service agreement, the contract connects the
(hired) provider actor with a particular customer actor.
Fig. 6 presents an example with the service offering pattern.

TABLE I. ARCHIMATE'S MODELING ELEMENT/RELATIONSHIP NOTATIONS.
Name

Elements
Notation
Name

Business actor

Application
Component

Business role

Application
Interface

Business Interface

Application
Service

Business Service

Infrastructure
Interface

Product

Node

Contract

Infrastructure
Service

Name

Relationships
Notation
Name

Used by

Realization

Assignment

Composition

Notation

Notation

Aggregation

B. Previous Work on Service Modeling at the Business Layer
In [5], an analysis of service modeling at ArchiMate’s
business layer using UFO-S was reported. From this analysis, it
was possible to identify service modeling limitations in
ArchiMate to distinguish service offering types, service
offerings and service agreements. For example, consider the
model fragment of Fig. 5, which presents two different cable
TV companies (“Easy TV, Inc.” and “Smart TV, Inc.”)
offering two services (“Cable TV” and “Customer Support”)
that take part in a product (“Special Cable TV”). The terms and
conditions of the product are described in a contract, and
“John” and “Mary”, as “Cable TV Customer”, use the services.
However, considering this model fragment, we cannot answer
questions such as: (i) Are “John” and “Mary” target customers

Fig. 6. The service offering pattern applied twice [5].
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There are two service offerings: one from “Easy TV, Inc.”,
and another from “Smart TV, Inc,” (both as service providers).
The offerings are for (target customer) individuals that can (in
case of an agreement) act as “Cable TV Customer” (i.e.,
service customers). The “Easy, Inc. General Terms and
Conditions”, and the “Smart TV, Inc. General Terms and
Conditions” contracts, in turn, associates the respective service
providers to the service customer role.
Fig. 7 presents an example with the service agreement
pattern. The model illustrates a service agreement between
“Mary” and “Easy TV, Inc.”, which play, in this service
agreement, the roles of service customer and hired service
provider, respectively. Terms and conditions of this agreement
are described in the “Mary-Easy TV, Inc. Contract”, which
associates the two individuals involved in the agreement.

Fig. 8. Dropbox File Hosting as an application service used by business role.

Alternatively, we could also model the “Dropbox File
Hosting” service as an application service used directly by
other applications (e.g, the “Microsoft Office”) for sharing files
and information. In this case, the applications would access the
service through an ‘application-to-application’ [4] interface,
e.g., an Application Programming Interface (API), as Fig. 9
shows, in a pure intra-layer model. Note that, with this model,
we can not reveal the service provider and the service customer
(roles) involved in the service relation, focusing solely on the
non-intentional resources (application components) that
contribute to the service delivery.

Fig. 7. An example of the service agreement modeling pattern [5].

These modeling patterns use the product and contract
elements to complement the capability-based view and thereby
reveal the commitments established by service participants at
the business layer. In the following sections, we extend the use
of these patterns to address application and infrastructure
services, motivated by the limitations discussed in Section IV.
IV.

Fig. 9. Dropbox File Hosting as application service used by an application.

These limitations in the representation of application
services seem to have roots in the definition of application
service in ArchiMate. An application service is defined as
“[…] a service that exposes automated behavior”, i.e., a “unit
of functionality” realized by a technical resource, here, an
application component (with its capabilities). Clearly, this is
only part of the broader business reality in this case: by having
established a service relation to “Dropbox, Inc.”, “Mary” (and
other service customers) can use the functionalities of the
“Dropbox Application Component” made available by means
of the “Dropbox File Hosting” application service. These
aspects remain underexplored in ArchiMate when the service is
modeled as an application service.

ARCHIMATE SERVICE MODELING LIMITATIONS

We illustrate the limitations of the capability-based view
with the well-known “Dropbox File Hosting” service operated
by “Dropbox, Inc.”. We select a modeling element to represent
this service (in this case either an application service or a
business service) and discuss the implications of the available
choices. We explore in the model fragments of those modeling
elements from the ArchiMate metamodel that can be related
with the service element at hand (application components,
application interfaces, business roles, business interfaces, etc.).
We use UFO-S concepts, underlining them for emphasis.

Let us represent “Dropbox File Hosting” as a business
service instead. In this case, there are two alternatives: (i) to
consider it as an automated business service, if assigned to an
application interface or (ii) to consider it as a regular (nonautomated) business service, if assigned to a business interface.
As an automated business service, it would be assigned to the
application interface related to the application component that
automatically performs the service, as Fig. 10 shows. This
model fragment tries to reveal the business perspective
associated with the service relation by using the business
service element. However, despite that, it is still unable to
represent important aspects of this business reality. Here,
similarly to the case in which it is considered an application
service, the service is assigned to the application interface,

Let us first assume that “Dropbox File Hosting” should be
modeled as an application service. This choice is reflected in
Fig. 8. Note that the service is accessed through an
‘application-to-business’ [4] interface (in this case a “website”)
by a “File Hosting Customer” (service customer) who uses the
service for uploading, downloading and sharing files. The
service is realized internally by the “Dropbox Software
Application” component. This model represents the service
customer role explicitly. While it represents the technical
resources applied to realize the service, it fails to reveal who
plays the role of service provider role (“Dropbox, Inc.”).
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preventing us from revealing the intentional agent
the service provider (“Dropbox, Inc.”). Thus, even
represent “Dropbox File Hosting” as a fully
business service, we cannot properly say who is
provider committed to delivery it.

that acts as
if we try to
automated
the service

Hosting” is provided by “Dropbox, Inc.” to other companies or
individuals and is realized by leveraging the “Dropbox
Software Application”. The same would apply to an
infrastructure service: consider the “Amazon Simple Storage
Service” provided by “Amazon, Inc.” to “Dropbox, Inc.” by
leveraging the capabilities of the “Amazon Storage Server”.
Currently, application and infrastructure services lack this
“marketing” perspective, as they are reduced conceptually to
“units of functionality” fully realized by technical resources
(application components and infrastructure nodes respectively).
In conclusion, the modeler would be forced to choose to
represent “Dropbox File Hosting” either: (i) as an application
service, (ii) as a fully-automated business service, or (iii) as a
regular (non-automated) business service. In the first two cases,
the business service provider/customer cannot be properly
represented, failing to reveal an important commitment-related
aspect; in the last case, while the service provider is
represented explicitly, one fails to clarify that “Dropbox File
Hosting” is actually a service that is provided mainly through
application components (differently from a people-intensive
business service), failing to reveal an important aspect of the
capability-based perspective. Combining and reconciling both
perspectives remains thus a challenge.

Fig. 10. Dropbox File Hosting as a fully automated business service.

If regarded as a non-automated business service, “Dropbox
File Hosting” could be associated with “Dropbox, Inc.”
(service provider) through assignment to business interfaces
used for service delivery (“Internet”), as Fig. 11 shows.

V.

Fig. 11. Dropbox File Hosting as a non-automated business service.

MODELING RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section, we address the identified limitations. We
define some general guidelines (section V.A) and extended the
modeling patterns initially proposed in [5] (section V.B).

In this case, however, it is unclear that “Dropbox, Inc.”
offers
the
service
mainly
by
using
technical
resources/capabilities (e.g., application components), failing to
characterize the SaaS business model that is inherent in this
architecture. The model fails to reveal the relation between the
service and the supporting “Dropbox Software Application”.

A. General Guidelines
First of all, it is necessary to disentangle both perspectives
in order to account for each of them adequately. We propose
that, following the prevailing capability-based view in
ArchiMate, regular service elements should be employed as
usual, i.e., as behavior elements focusing on the “units of
functionality” offered to the environment. The commitmentbased view should be addressed by products and contracts.

This issue becomes evident when we consider the model in
Fig. 12, which augments the model shown in Fig. 11 by
including the “Live Support” business service, which includes
technical support through an online chat. In this case,
“Dropbox File Hosting” and “Live Support” are modeled in the
same way, thus the model becomes incapable of distinguishing
a business service that makes intensive use of technical
resources/capabilities (such as “Dropbox File Hosting”) from a
service that is people-intensive (such as “Live Support”).

In order to account for the capability-based view, it is
necessary to rethink the concepts of business, application, and
infrastructure services in ArchiMate. Since we observe that
“fulfilling a business need” is not a particularity of business
services, the criteria to classify services into business,
application and infrastructure services should be related to
whether the resources/capabilities used to provide the service
are at the business, application or infrastructure layers
(following the capability-based view). Thus, a service should
be classified as a business service if this service is
characterized as a “unit of functionality” that is performed by
the manifestation of (a set of) capabilities inherent to
intentional agents (e.g., person, departments, companies, etc.).
Similarly, application and infrastructure services should be
seen as “unit of functionality” performed by manifestation of
capabilities inherent to, respectively, application components
and infrastructure nodes.

Fig. 12. Services with different characteristics, same modeling elements.

These limitations seem to have roots in the definition of
business service in ArchiMate. A business service is defined as
a “[…] service that fulfills a business need for a customer
(internal or external to the organization)” [4]. The SaaS
scenario exposes clearly that “fulfilling a business need” is not
a characteristic that is restricted to business services. In fact, it
is something that can also be achieved by using application and
infrastructure capabilities. In the example, “Dropbox File

In order to account for the commitment-based view, we
propose that the product and contract elements should be
considered core elements in ArchiMate (given them thus the
same status as the “service” notion). If we consider their
characterizations in ArchiMate (product is a “collection” /
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“package” of different kinds of services offered to the
environment, and contract as a means to specify “[…] rights
and obligations associated with a product” [4]) these elements
seem to be useful to represent commitment aspects in service
relations. In terms of UFO-S, we understand that this bundle of
services (and the underlying capabilities) from the service
provider towards a service customer is driven by the
commitments and claims established between them in a service
relation. The notion of commitments/claims, therefore, is
represented by means of the contract element that is directly
related to the product. However, whereas resources/capabilities
can be organized in an enterprise layered view, the service
commitments established in service relations are not restricted
to this structure and so the commitment-based view in
ArchiMate should be considered as a crossed-layer view.

application services (“Dropbox on the web”), and infrastructure
services (“File Sync”). By means of the product and contract
elements, we can represent that the service provider
(“Dropbox, Inc.”) is committed to guaranteeing the
manifestation of these capabilities as described in the contract
(describing the service offering commitments). In Fig. 14,
therefore, the commitment-based view coexists with the
capability-based view encompassing not only business service,
but also application and infrastructure services.

B. Extending the Service Modeling Patterns
As described in Section III.B, products and contracts are
basic elements in the structure of the three proposed service
modeling patterns. In the extended version of these patterns
they continue to be such basic elements playing an important
role for representing, respectively, the bundle of services and
the service commitment/claims established in the service
relations. However, the product element now encompasses
services (and the corresponding capabilities) from different
layers (not solely the business layer) and the contract represents
the service commitment/claims that drive the application of
capabilities independent of any enterprise layer. In the
following, we present the usage of the extended modeling
patterns, illustrating their applicability in harmonizing the
capability-based view with the commitment-based view along
all three ArchiMate enterprise layers.

Fig. 14. Service offering relation: product and its services.

We can also augment the scenario by representing the
resources (e.g., human resources, or technical resources) that
make their capabilities available and can, therefore, realize
(manifest) them during service delivery. Fig. 15 illustrates the
resources used to realize the business, application and
infrastructure services in the “Dropbox File Hosting” product
(“Attendant”, “Dropbox Software Application”, and “Dropbox
File Server”). Note that whoever or whatever interacts with the
service is not necessarily the same individual that established
the service relation. This is another important implication of
the relation between the commitment-based and the capabilitybased views. While non-intentional objects, such as application
components and devices, can interact with the service, and
thereby “use” capabilities, they cannot be considered customers
(in the sense of UFO-S) of the service relation. The “Live
Support” business service and the “Dropbox on the web”
application service are used by the “File Hosting Customer”
(role). In this case, the “File Hosting Customer” represents the
one who can hire these services as well as who can use them
(in the sense of accessing the capabilities). The “Customer
Computer” is a non-intentional object that can use the “File
Sync” infrastructure service (i.e., accesses this capability) that
was hired by the “File Hosting Customer”.

Fig. 13 illustrates the “Dropbox File Hosting” service
offering relation from “Dropbox, Inc.” to its customers. The
service relation between the service provider (“Dropbox, Inc.”)
and the customers is represented by means of product and
contract elements, but without representing the services (“units
of functionality”). Hence, the model explores solely the
commitment-based view. The “File Hosting Customer” role is
related to the product by means of a “used by” relationship,
indicating the service customer role in the service relation. The
service provider (“Dropbox, Inc.”) is identified as the one who
is related to the contract (using an “association” relation).

Fig. 13. Service offering relation from a commitment-based view.

Fig. 14 shows an example in which services that comprise
the product are captured explicitly. These services represent the
“units of functionality” made available to the service customer.
We augment the scenario here and capabilities from business,
application, and technology layers are made available to the
customers in the form of business services (“Live Support”),

Fig. 15. Service offering relation and the used resources.
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Fig. 16. Service offering and service agreement modeling patterns applied in tandem in an outsourcing scenario.

We should highlight that, although until here we have
illustrated the extension of the modeling patterns structure by
focusing on the service offering modeling pattern, the
adaptations have their counterparts in the other proposed
patterns. Fig. 16 illustrates the usage, in tandem, of two
patterns (service offering and service agreement) inspired by a
real outsourcing scenario that involved “Dropbox, Inc.” and
“Amazon, Inc.” in the first eight years of Dropbox’s operation
[22]. In the left-hand side of Fig. 16, we can notice a service
offering from “Dropbox, Inc.” towards its customers. This
offering encompasses the “Live Support” business service, the
“Dropbox on the web” application service, and the “File Sync”
infrastructure service. In the right-hand side of the figure, by
applying the service agreement pattern, we represent that
“Amazon, Inc.”, as a hired service provider, is committed to
make available the “Storage” infrastructure service for the
service customer (“Dropbox, Inc.”). By means of the service
agreement established between these two intentional agents,
“Dropbox File Server” device can use the service realized by
the “Amazon Storage Server” node. Therefore, besides the
commitment-based and capability-based complementary views,
this model explores a service relation chain basically
characterized by the service commitments established along the
chain, which drive the application of the resources/capabilities.
While in this paper we have illustrated service relations that
cross enterprise boundaries, the approach is equally applicable
to settings in which the services are offered by internal actors

in the organization in a SaaS or IaaS strategy (consider, e.g.,
when Dropbox decided to insource their storage; in that case,
“Amazon, Inc.” would be replaced by an organizational unit of
“Dropbox, Inc” playing the role of service provider).
Finally, in case of cloud service models, it is important that
the application of the modeling patterns be accompanied by
some representation strategies that reflect particular aspects of
the cloud model, as well as the intended modeling view
(capability-based or commitment-based view), as summarized
in Table 2, and Table 3. Table 2 presents the representation
strategies for each considered cloud service model. The
capability-based representation reflects the kinds of resources
employed predominantly in each service model (i.e.,
application components, system software or devices). The
commitment-based representation is equally applicable across
cloud service models, and reflects the service lifecycle
dynamics (whether one is representing a service offering type,
a service offering, or a service agreement). Table 3 presents the
result of the combination of capability-based and commitmentbased views, revealing the kinds of services that play a key part
in the product element. The use of the commitment-based view
opens us to possibility to bundle services of different kinds,
which is quite common in the various cloud service models
especially with ancillary services (e.g., a “telephone support”
business service, an “administration panel” application service
to manage virtualized devices).

TABLE 2. REPRESENTATION STRATEGIES FOR EACH CLOUD SERVICE MODEL.
Cloud service model
Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS)
Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS)
Infrastructure-as-aService (IaaS)

Capability-based representation
(Predominance of) application components as
resources to realize application services
(Predominance of) system software as resources to
realize infrastructure services
(Predominance of) devices as resources to realize
infrastructure services

Commitment-based representation
Product and contract relating either:
(i) service provider role and service customer role (service offering type)
(ii) service provider actor and service customer role (service offering)
(iii) service provider actor and service customer actor (service
agreement)

TABLE 3. COMBINATION OF CAPABILITY-BASED AND COMMITMENT-BASED VIEWS.
Cloud service model
Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS)
Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS)
Infrastructure-as-aService (IaaS)

Combined representation
Application services used as a key element in a product; other kinds of services may also be included in the product, e.g.,
ancillary business services.
Infrastructure services (exposing the functionality of system software) used as a key element in a product; other kinds of
services may also be included in the product, e.g., ancillary business and application services
Infrastructure services (exposing the functionality of devices) used as a key element in a product; other kinds of services may
also be included in the product, e.g., ancillary business and application services
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established between provider and customers involved in
service relations, could enrich USDL’s service representation.

VI. IMPLICATIONS TO SERVICE REPRESENTATION APPROACHES
In this section, we discuss how the service modeling
strategy proposed in this paper is related to, and/or can benefit
three service representation approaches that, despite their
particularities, try to address service provisioning considering
technical and business/market aspects.

Finally, SOMF (Service-Oriented Modeling Framework) is
a modeling framework that focuses on software design [25]. It
is not properly an enterprise architecture representation
approach, but it offers a Cloud Computing Toolbox Model
Language [25] that is related to some aspects discussed in this
paper. In SOMF, the term “service” is referred as an
“organizational software entity” (e.g., software system, web
service, database, and business process) that encapsulates
business requirements [25]. By being related to the capabilitybased view (focusing on describing how the resources are
being employed as services), SOMF does not address explicitly
some commitment-based aspects inherent to service relations.
Thus, we believe that the commitment-based view advocated
by us, could contribute for improving the understanding on
how business requirements are encapsulated in the services.
Usually, technical services are designed for fulfilling
commitments established between two intentional agents (e.g.,
people, and departments). Thus, it would be possible to
establish traceability links from the IT services to the service
commitments that motivated their design. Also, we believe that
the notion of service description (and the underlying
commitments/responsibilities) could be improved in SOMF
especially for addressing aspects related to the representation
of service offerings and service agreements relations.

SoaML (Service oriented architecture Modeling Language)
is a UML (Unified Modeling Language) profile and a
metamodel by the OMG (Object Management Group) for
designing services in service-oriented architectures [23]. In
SoaML, a service is “[…] a resource that enables access to one
or more capabilities” [23]. Also, “providers” and “consumers”
of service may be people, organizations, technology
components or systems [23]. A service contract, in turn, is a
binding on both the providers and consumers and separates
concerns of how parties agree to provide and uses the service
from how the parties implements their role [23]. SoaML,
however, does not offer a clear distinction between intentional
and non-intentional providers/consumers. As a consequence, a
clear distinction between capability and commitment-based
aspects is somehow compromised. We believe therefore that
SoaML could first establish a clear distinction between
intentional agents that establish genuine service relations and
non-intentional resources applied to realize the services. Thus,
the language could benefits in the separation of concerns
proposed in this paper regarding the capability-based and
commitment-based views. It could also improve the
representation of service provisioning by addressing, e.g.,
business/market partners from one side, and how their
resources can interact (through, e.g., interfaces, outputs, inputs,
conditions) from another.

VII. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this paper, we proposed a service modeling strategy in
ArchiMate able to reflect business models that employ a
market as well as a technical notion of service. This contributes
to harmonize and define means to represent the prevailing
capability-based view in ArchiMate together with a
commitment-based one (related to social/market aspects). This
strategy is then useful for addressing currently widely adopted
cloud service models, such as, SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS.

USDL (Unified Service Description Language) [24] is a
platform-neutral language for service description supported by
SAP Research that aims to unify three aspects, namely:
business (involving, service provider and other roles),
operational aspects (e.g., capabilities, dependences,
compositions), and technical aspects (e.g., protocols, and
technical interfaces). The language’s elements are organized in
modules, among which we point out three of them:
participants, service, and service level. The participants
module is related to the actors that participate in the
provisioning, delivery and consumption of services (e.g.,
business owner, provider, intermediary, and target consumer)
[24]. The service module captures central service concepts,
e.g., service and service bundle [24]. The service level module
captures concepts concerned with guarantees of quality of
service, which are claimed/requested by different actors
involved with the service [24]. USDL, by means of the “service
bundle” concept, allows to combine services from a peopleintensive perspective (e.g., “freight service”), as well as from a
technical one (e.g., “web services”) in a whole service
provisioning (e.g., “carrier service”). Despite that, however, it
is not clear in USDL what characterizes these services from
different perspectives (business/market from technical ones).
As such, we believe that the aspects discussed in this paper
regarding the characterization of different kinds of service
(such as, business, application and infrastructure services)
grouped as a bundle of capabilities in products, and whose
provisioning and usage are driven by service commitments

For that, we have conducted an ontological analysis in the
light of a service ontology (UFO-S), by means of which we
could identify some service modeling limitations in ArchiMate
for properly representing service relations at business,
application and technology layers. In order to address these
limitations, we reconsider some aspects in ArchiMate service
modeling in a form of modeling guidelines, which were
incorporated in an extension of the service modeling patterns
initially proposed in [5]. By using the modeling patterns, the
modelers are able to represent service relations (service
offerings, and service agreements) not only at the business
layer, but also at the application and technology layers.
The proposed solution as a whole characterize a kind of
lightweight solution that avoids profound modifications of
ArchiMate’s metamodel, and intends to favor easy adoption by
modelers for obtaining benefits of expressiveness and clarity
directly. Despite that, however, we understand that some
aspects should be inevitably reconsidered in ArchiMate
specification. We advocate then that the product and contract
elements should not be restricted to the business layer, but be
considered as ArchiMate core elements. This is justified by the
fact that although enterprise resources/capabilities can be
organized in an enterprise layered structure, the service
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relations are cross-layered encompassing business, application
and technology layers and the product and contract elements
are useful for expressing this social/market view. Also, we
suggest that the concept of “service” should be restricted to the
fundamental notion of “unit of functionality” avoiding to
incorporate a business/market view, which would be addressed
by other more appropriate elements, such as product and
contract. Thus, through the services we could address the
capability-based view and when associated to product/contract
we could incorporate the commitment-based view. Moreover,
from our analysis we could indicate that some modeling
choices possible in the current ArchiMate’s specification are
unnecessary, or not properly defined. For example, the notion
of “fully automated” business service (as a people-intensive
service) is unnecessary, since it can be replaced by a regular
application service (used in the context of a particular service
relation, which gives it a “business sense”).

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

Finally, from this work we have as a future research
agenda, the following: (i) to apply the proposed solution in the
representation of real scenarios of cloud service models in
order to evaluate it and explore the particularities of these
scenarios regarding how resources/capabilities from different
layers are made available by means of services in a marketbased view; (ii) to clarify the semantics of the product element
as a “bundle of services” in ArchiMate (which will also require
a clarification of the semantics of aggregation and composition
relationships between product and services), and (iii) to explore
additional languages and/or formalisms to express the content
of service commitments, i.e., the conditions, requirements, and
constraints which are usually captured in service offering and
service agreement descriptions and that ultimately drive service
delivery. Moreover, we plan, as a natural extension of this
work, to propose changes in the ArchiMate metamodel in order
to incorporate the modeling aspects discussed in this work. We
expect that the service modeling patterns and guidelines
discussed here could lead to additional service modeling
viewpoints in ArchiMate for representing cloud service
models.
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